
Chapter 2

Formal approaches to sequential
programs

The main focus of this book is on concurrency. Before addressing that ma-
terial in Chapters 3–15, this chapter outlines relevant formal research on
sequential programs; this both introduces formal techniques and provides a
reference point for their application to concurrency. Only minimal historical
analysis is provided in this chapter:1 the key concepts from which formalisms
for concurrency have evolved are described simply to make the book as self-
contained as possible.

Section 2.1 below indicates what is meant by a formal language; Section 2.2
applies these ideas to specifications; Section 2.3 explores how to prove that
a program satisfies a formal specification. A crucial move to showing how a
formal specification can be used to produce a step-by-step justification of a
design is made in Section 2.4 which outlines Hoare’s axiomatic approach that
is central to many of the advances in program reasoning; Section 2.5 outlines
an important additional formal tool. Finally, Section 2.6 o↵ers pointers to
some later work and a summary of this chapter.

2.1 Formal languages

Computer hardware provides a repertoire of instructions. Machine level pro-
grams are sequences of such instructions and it is reasonable to think of such
programs as being utterances in a language.2 Crucially, such a language is
formal in the sense that it has a formal syntax and its meaning (semantics) is
fixed — if by nothing else, by the design of the machine. Natural languages
–such as that in which the sentences in this book are written– evolve and
change with time and usage; changing the meaning of hardware instructions

1 More historical reviews of the material on sequential programs include [Mac01; Jon03;
Pri11; AO19].
2 An exploration of the entrance of the metaphor of ‘language’ in computer programming
can be found in [NPA14]
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8 2 Formal approaches to sequential programs

has to be done –if at all– in a very controlled way. In general, there will be
documents that attempt to record the meaning of a machine language; in
some cases, these documents provide a formal semantics.3 However formally
presented, programmers who wish to use the machine will rely on the accu-
racy of the description. The descriptions serve as an interface between the
users and the implementors of the machine.

Programming languages such as ALGOL 60 or Java have been devised as
ways of achieving programming tasks more e�ciently than is possible with
machine-level programs; a program in a such high-level programming lan-
guage should yield a more abstract and perspicuous expression of a program-
mer’s ideas than can be achieved in machine code.4 (It is however true that
many machine-like features can still be seen as having influenced virtually all
programming languages.)

Programming languages also have a formal syntax which is normally
recorded. Furthermore, there is a formal semantics for a programming lan-
guage at least with respect to a given compiler. To start again at the me-
chanical level, a particular implementation of a programming language fixes
semantics by translation to machine instructions.

However, a crucial advantage of high-level programming languages is that
programs can be executed on di↵erent machine architectures — perhaps on
machines that were not even conceived of at the time a program was written.
To facilitate such migration it is essential that the semantics of the program-
ming language be independently recorded. Attempts to achieve such docu-
mentation with natural languages have not proved to be adequate because of
the inherent ambiguity and vagueness of sentences; Section 3.3 below outlines
ways in which the semantics of programming languages can be described for-
mally without reference to particular machine codes. In preparation for that
material, it is worth rehearsing the approach on a familiar notation.

As stated in the preface of this book, the reader is assumed to have some
familiarity with formal logic. However, propositional calculus notation can be
fixed more firmly by stating a series of inference rules such as those shown in
Figure 2.1. This provides an example of what constitutes a “formal” language.

In general, each inference rule has hypotheses above the horizontal line and
a conclusion below. If all of the hypotheses are established, the conclusion is
valid. For example, the inference rule (^-I ) for introducing an and symbol,
states that the conjunction E1 ^E2 is a valid conclusion if both E1 and E2

3 Early digital computers had instruction sets which –while there was a common underly-
ing “von Neumann” architecture– di↵ered from one another. IBM’s 360 range of machines
aspired to o↵er broadly the same meaning to instructions over a wide range of machines;
this presented a greater challenge to description than in earlier distinct machines. One re-
sponse to this challenge was the APL description [FIS64] of S/360. Modern “weak memory”
architectures are providing a strong case for formal description of hardware.
4 Vaughan Pratt asked a panel at the 2004 MFPS conference in CMU “How much do
you think higher-level programming languages have saved the world?” — and added the
follow-up “Is there a Nobel Prize in economics for a good answer?”.
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are established. Notice that any Ei can be an arbitrarily complicated logical
expression.

The two inference rules for eliminating and symbols say that, from a
conjunction such as E1 ^ E2, either of its conjuncts Ei can be deduced.

The rules for introducing or symbols (_) state that it is valid to conclude a
disjunction from either of its disjuncts. The rule for making deductions from
conjunctions is more interesting: if a disjunction E1 _ E2 has been established
and if some conclusion E can be shown to follow from both disjuncts (E1 ` E
and E2 ` E ), then E is valid without qualification. As illustrations, definitions
of implication ( ) ) and equivalence ( , ) symbols are given to show how
new operators can be defined.5

^-I

E1

E2

E1 ^ E2

^-Er
E1 ^ E2

E1
^-El

E1 ^ E2

E2

_ -Ir
E1

E1 _ E2
_ -Il

E2

E1 _ E2 _ -E

E1 _ E2

E1 ` E
E2 ` E

E

) ¬E1 _ E2

E1 ) E2 ,

E1 ) E2

E2 ) E1

E1 , E2

Fig. 2.1: Some inference rules for propositional logic

The beauty of presenting a formal language by a set of inference rules
such as those in Figure 2.1 is that all truths about the operators can be
deduced from them. Furthermore, using only these rules it is certain that the
conclusion of any deduction will also be true.6 This is exactly what is meant
by saying that the rules provide a formal semantics.

To give one example of such a deduction, consider the property that “and
distributes over or”. This is an exact mirror of the arithmetic property that
x ⇤ (y + z ) = x ⇤ y + x ⇤ z . (Also, just as in arithmetic where multiplication
binds more strongly than addition, it is assumed here that ^ binds more
strongly than _. This reduces the need to add parentheses.) The distribution
property can be recorded as:

^ _ distribution
E1 ^ (E2 _ E3)

E1 ^ E2 _ E1 ^ E3

A proof in natural deduction style (see [Pra65]) is given in Breakout 1.
Similar sets of rules to those in Figure 2.1 can be given for the quantifiers

(8/9) of the predicate calculus but the issues with bound variables make

5 These two rules are actually bi-directional but this point is not essential here.
6 This property is known as consistency.
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In a natural deduction proof, each step is the conclusion of an inference rule and the name
of the rule used in its justification is at the end of the line (e.g. ^-I ); this is followed in
parentheses by the numbers of the steps that instantiate the hypotheses of the rule. Local
assumptions are given after the keyword from and are paired in later lines with conclusions
after the work infer. The hypotheses of an inner deduction are numbered hn and of the
overall proof simply as h.

from E1 ^ (E2 _ E3)
1 E1 ^-Er (h)
2 E2 _ E3 ^-El (h)
3 from E2

3.1 E1 ^ E2 ^-I (1,h3)
infer E1 ^ E2 _ E1 ^ E3 _ -Ir (3.1)

4 from E3

4.1 E1 ^ E3 ^-I (1,h4)
infer E1 ^ E2 _ E1 ^ E3 _ -Il (4.1)

infer E1 ^ E2 _ E1 ^ E3 _ -E(2,3,4)

Breakout 1: An example (natural deduction) proof

them slightly more complicated and understanding those in Figure 2.1 should
enable the reader to follow the presentation of more interesting inference
rules used in the description of the meaning of programming concepts in
Section 2.4.1 as well as Chapters 3 and 12 below.

Because the distinction plays a part in several discussions throughout this
book, it is worth making a point about there being two ways of reading
inference rules. Looking again at the rule ^-I in Figure 2.1, it can be read in
a forward direction as stating that two known facts (E1,E2) can be combined
into their conjunction (E1^E2); alternatively, one can employ the ^-I rule as
a way of decomposising the task of proving that conjunction into two simple
goals of proving the two separate facts E1 and E2.

2.2 Specifying (sequential) programs

Before moving on to the task of specifying programs, it is worth pausing
to consider why programs have to be written. If the programming language
included say a factorial function as a primitive, there would be no need to
write sequences of assignments –nor to use a loop– to compute the result
as in examples below.7 What a program does is to extend the repertoire of
the basic functions of a programming language. The same observation can

7 Of course, the implementation of a language that did have factorial as a primitive would
need something like this program to work ‘behind the scenes’ to perform the calculation
in terms of the machine language.
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be made about the need to write programs that satisfy the specification of
sorting given below.

It is interesting that remarkably simple languages –even Turing machines–
are powerful enough to express any computable function (i.e. they are “Turing
complete”).

A focus on the technical task of recording such specifications in no way
suggests that the process of moving from the needs of users –which are often
informal and can contradict the wishes of other stakeholders– to specifications
is simple or a solved problem.8 It is however true that all engineering fields
face this challenge and most engineers see the role for some form of formal
notation to pin down specifications as providing an essential reference point
before embarking on implementation.

An uncontroversial example is to specify the task of sorting a sequence of
natural numbers. It is necessary to fix the order of the result sequence (s 0)
–here ascending order– but it is also crucial to require that the result is a
permutation of the input sequence (s):

8i , j 2 inds s 0 · (i < j ) s 0(i)  s 0(j )) ^ permutation(s 0, s)

There are many ways of formalising the concept of one sequence being a
permutation of another; one fairly intuitive way is to say that the number
occurrences of each value is the same in both sequences:

permutation :N⇤ ⇥ N⇤ ! B
permutation(s1, s2) 4

8v 2 N ·
card {i | i 2 inds s1 ^ s1(i) = v} =

card {i | i 2 inds s2 ^ s2(i) = v}

An enormous variety of sorting programs can be written that satisfy the
specification given above. Not only is the specification shorter than any im-
plementation, it also fixes what a user needs to know about the functionality
of any correct implementation. This is useful because some e�cient algo-
rithms are di�cult to understand even without any gratuitous obscurities
contributed by a programming language.

In general, specifications can be partial and under-determined:

• a pre condition can be used to specify that the program does not have to
work for inappropriate inputs; and

• a post condition can express a relation that states a range of possible
answers all of which would be acceptable.

In succeeding chapters, under-determined results play a key role in speci-
fying non-deterministic concurrent programs but under-determining a result
can also be a very useful way of postponing design decisions.

8 The field of requirements has its own rich literature — see for example [Jac00; Lam01];
see also [Jon86, pp. 264–265].
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Both of these issues undermine the usefulness of testing as a way to de-
termine if a program satisfies its specification and a key advantage of formal
specifications is that they o↵er the alternative of reasoning about the cor-
rectness of designs of programs.

Making a specification “formal” in the sense that it can be reasoned about
magnify its advantages: the customer can deduce that the behaviour will be
as required; the mode of checking satisfaction of the specification can be rea-
soning rather than testing; and formal specifications can be used to justify
steps of design and development. Formality can be achieved in di↵erent ways.
One route is to use a form of abstract program that is shorter and clearer
than an e�cient implementation. In this case, justification consists of argu-
ing that the implementation exhibits the same behaviour.9 A way to achieve
specifications that are far shorter and more perspicuous than implementa-
tions is to focus on what should be achieved rather than describing –even
abstractly– an algorithm to achieve the result.

An objection that can be raised about specifications is that they can be
“wrong”; that is they can describe incorrect requirements. This line of argu-
ment is often pressed particularly strongly about formal specification but it
feels disingenuous to say that the greater precision of a formal specification
makes its errors more egregious. A strong defence of specifications is that
they certainly provide redundancy; finding an inconsistency between an im-
plementation and its specification prompts investigation. Providing (formal)
specifications are genuinely easier to understand than implementations, the
case for their use in any engineering discipline is clear. (The material on data
abstraction in Section 2.5 enhances the approach outlined here.)

At this point, the issue of how to actually judge whether an implementa-
tion satisfies its specification is postponed. Section 2.3 outlines how formal
reasoning can be used instead of testing and Section 2.4 makes the key step to
using a formal specification as the basis for a rigorous development process.

2.3 Reasoning about (sequential) programs

As pointed out above, the current chapter covers ideas and insights that
arose when researchers were working on reasoning about sequential programs
but this section and Section 2.4 outline key ideas on which research on the
verification of concurrent programs has been based. The history of ways of
showing formally that sequential programs satisfy their specifications is an
interesting topic but is only mentioned in passing here.10

9 An early exploration of this approach is given in [DB76]; to some extent, a similar
approach can be adopted with process algebras such as CSP (see Chapter 12 below).
10 The interested reader could consult [Jon03] which examines work by von Neu-
mann [GN47] (Mark Priestley’s more recent [Pri20] describes his valuable archive research
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Ways of reasoning about programs can be seen as fitting into one of two
distinct processes of obtaining verified programs. A process that starts by
writing a program and only considers how to prove that the completed pro-
gram has certain properties can be given the label “bottom up” in the sense
that the properties are an abstraction that is constructed above the code.
On the other hand, approaches that start from a (formal) specification and
proceed in formal steps that result in a program that has been shown by con-
struction to satisfy its specification can be thought of as “top down” (from
abstract properties to concrete code). This process is sometimes referred to
as “posit and prove” because, at each step of development, a design decision
is proposed and it can be verified against its specification before moving to
decompose the sub-components.11

Both bottom-up (or “post facto”) and top-down processes have a part to
play in increasing the quality of software. For example, bottom up processes
have given rise to software tools that are used to check that specific sorts of
errors such as “dangling references” are absent. Not only can the approaches
be viewed as complementary, but there has also been a useful flow of ideas
in both directions. In particular, abstractions that have been identified in
top-down approaches can be used as targets for bottom-up analyses.12

The dates of publications traced in this chapter show that many early ideas
fit the bottom-up view and that a central advantage of Tony Hoare’s contri-
bution was the ability to use “Hoare axioms” in a top-down style (cf. Sec-
tion 2.4.1).

2.3.1 Floyd’s assertions on states

A key contribution to reasoning about programs is the use shown in [Flo67]
of state assertions recorded in a formal language. Bob Floyd13 (1936–2001)
wrote ‘Assigning Meanings to Programs’ whilst working at what is now called
‘Carnegie Mellon University’ (CMU) in Pittsburgh.

on von Neumann) and Turing [Tur49; MJ84; Jon17]. The links from either of these 1940s
contributions to later papers [Wij66; Flo67; Nau66; Hoa69] were minimal.
11 Some authors use the term “correctness by construction” (CxC) for top-down processes.
This can be confusing because “correctness” can only be judged with respect to some spec-
ification: any program can be considered to be correct with respect to some specification!
The term “correctness by construction” is therefore avoided in most places in the current
book.
12 See also the material on linearizability in Section 10.1.1 and that on refining atomicity
in Section 10.1.
13 In keeping with the intention to minimise historical facts in this chapter, a
pointer to the obituary from Stanford is given: https://cs.stanford.edu/memoriam/

professor-robert-w-floyd. Also strongly recommended is Floyd’s own Turing award
talk [Flo79].
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Floyd’s approach is presented in [Flo67] as a way of reasoning about pro-
grams based on decorating their flowcharts with logical assertions. An exam-
ple that can be presented compactly is a program to compute the factorial of
the value of a variable n placing the result in the variable fn; an annotated
flowchart for a factorial program is shown in Breakout 2.

Floyd’s assertions can be viewed as comments to an executable program14

but they are orthogonal to the executable statements — they assert relation-
ships between the values of variables.

START

t < n ?

t := 0

fn := 1

t := t + 1

fn := fn * t

Yes

No HALT

0 ≤ n 

t ≤ n ∧ fn = t!

fn = n!

t < n ∧ fn = t!

t ≤ n ∧ fn = t!

t ≤ n ∧ fn * t = t!

t ≤ n ∧ fn = t!

t = 0 ∧ t ≤ n

One illustrative example of checking the assertions above:
the annotation just before the test (t < n) states that, whenever execution reaches this
point in the diagram, the variable fn contains the factorial of the value in the variable t —
additionally, the annotation records the fact that the value in t will not exceed that in n.
Notice that there are two ways of execution arriving at that point in the flowchart and
both of these must be checked.

Breakout 2: A flowchart annotated in Floyd style.

14 Jerry Weinberg in his insightful [Wei71] made the point that comments can actually
confuse a reader of a program: he probably had in mind the sort of comment that apes the
imperative statements and disguises the original intent. In contrast, Floyd’s state assertions
have a formal relation to the program that underlies a verification.
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Picking up from the discussion in Section 2.1 of what constitutes an (im-
perative) “program”, it is important to distinguish the respective roles of
program statements and assertions. An imperative program causes a series
of assignment statements to be executed;15 loops in a flowchart govern the
order in which those assignments are executed and conditional branches se-
lect which assignments are executed.16 Assignments to program variables are
mathematically problematic because variables contain di↵erent values during
the execution of a program.17 In contrast, assertions are not intended to be
executed; they record properties that will pertain at the point in execution
where they are placed. Floyd used expressions of the (first-order) predicate
calculus to express the relationship between the values of variables at the
point at which the assertions were placed.

While the assertions in Breakout 2 o↵er a way of arguing informally about
properties of a program, [Flo67] makes a more fundamental contribution in
o↵ering formal rules that establish the consistency of the assertions with
respect to the statements in the program. These rules are geared to the
presentation via flowcharts. For example:

• The assertion (t  n ^ fn = t !) discussed in Breakout 2 that occurs just
before the test t<n is reachable by two paths (i.e. after executing the ini-
tialisation and after passing the test, performing two further assignments
and looping back to the test): an assertion at such a join must be true on
all incoming arcs.

• After a test is positive, in addition to whatever was the case before the test.
it is legitimate to conclude that the state satisfies that test (e.g. t < n)

• Similarly on the negative arc emanating from a test, it is possible to con-
clude that the state must satisfy the negation of the test — in this case
t � n — which combined with t  n implies that t = n.

In [Flo67], Floyd also provides a rule for checking the consistency of as-
sertions before and after assignment statements. However that “forwards”
rule requires an existential quantifier and is now rarely used. A much more
convenient rule –also due to Bob Floyd– shows that the assertion after an
assignment x := e, say P , is valid if an assertion in which e is systematically
substituted for x throughout P is valid before the assignment.18

An example from Breakout 2 is the initialisation t := 0; the assertion after
the assignment is t = 0^ t  n; substituting 0 for t in this gives 0 = 0^0  n
which is implied by the assertion before the assignment. Furthermore it is

15 In a pure functional programming language, reasoning would just manipulate descrip-
tions of mathematical functions.
16 These points become even clearer once structured coding constructs such as while and
if are employed.
17 Christopher Strachey referred to this as “referential opacity”.
18 Technically this must “avoid capture” of free names which is the same complication as
referred to above for not giving the formal rules for quantifiers in Figure 2.1
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easy to see that setting fn := 1 ensures that the assertion fn = t ! holds in the
context where t is zero.

The reader might like to check the connections between the annotations
within the loop in Breakout 2 — remembering to start with the last of the
three assertions (t  n ^ fn ⇤ t = t !) and substitute the expression on the
right of the assignment for the variable on the left.

Whilst it is easiest to check the annotations if they are present on every arc
in the flow diagram, it is important to note that, given the mechanical rules
for their relationship, only the assertion after START, that before HALT
plus one within each loop are strictly necessary; all other assertions can be
derived by Floyd’s rules. At any point, it is permissible to place a weaker (in
the sense of logical implication) assertion than the one mechanically derived.

The assertion written after START can be thought of as a pre condition
and that before HALT as the post condition. These pre/post condition pairs
express a specification for the program and the annotated flowchart thus
establishes that the program satisfies its specification.19

Insight 3 Assertions associated with a point in the flow diagram of a program
can express relationships that should hold between the values of the variables
at that point in execution. A su�cient set of such annotations can justify that
a program satisfies its specification. Precise formal rules can be given that
make it possible to prove the consistency of assertions and program text.

Several further comments can be made about assertions such as those used
in Breakout 2:

• Assertions frequently employ operators or functions that are not available
in the programming language. Indeed, this follows from the discussion at
the beginning of Section 2.2 where it is made clear that programs are
written to extend the repertoire of the base language. Knowledge about
the new operators (e.g. fact in Breakout 2) is needed to complete a proof.

• Other useful ways of forming assertions are conjunction (cf. the sorting
example in Section 2.2) and negation which are not operators of standard
programming languages.

• Pre conditions (i.e. the assertions at the beginning of a program) are im-
portant because few programs actually work for arbitrary starting states.
Industrial software sometimes appears to fail precisely because its manual
has failed to record assumptions about its limited applicability.

• It would be useful to introduce some form of restricted types (e.g. knowing
that the variable n can contain only natural numbers (N) obviates the need
to assert that 0  n).

19 Much can be added here that is not central to the rest of the book = assumptions:
clean termination [Sit74; CH79]
compiler respects semantics of PL
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• There is an important assumption that the computer (or programming
language) can handle arbitrary numbers.20

• The fact that variables are not changed unless mentioned is also left im-
plicit (overwriting the value of n to, say, 3 and setting fn to 6 achieves
fn = n! but probably not the needs of the user of the code).

• Further assertions are required to establish that the program terminates;
the topic of termination proofs is discussed below in Section 2.3.2.

Floyd’s paper contains two examples: his first program is shown to sum
the variables in an array; the second computes integer division by succes-
sive subtraction and his version is included in Figure 2.2 here (this is taken
from a mimeographed pre-print of the published paper and is presumably in
Floyd’s own handwriting21). The first line of each assertion lists the relation-
ship between values of variables as in Breakout 2; the second line relates to
termination of the loop and is discussed in Section 2.3.2.

2.3.2 Proving termination

Notice that the program in Breakout 2 has a carefully stated pre condition:
0 � n. Without that warning, the program might be executed in a state
where the value of n was negative but in this case the algorithm would fail
to terminate. Proofs of termination were handled separately –but equally
formally– by Floyd.

Apart from the detail that Floyd separates conjuncts by commas, the first
line of each decoration in Figure 2.2 should look familiar; the second lines
contain Floyd’s argument that the program terminates (for all valid inputs
— i.e. those satisfying the pre condition). The basic argument is that the
value of the expression X � Q decreases and is bounded from below. (The
termination expression for the example in Breakout 2 would use n � t .)

20 Avoiding this assumption is known as proving “clean termination” — see [Sit74; CH79].
21 Jones was working in the IBM UK lab at Hursley in 1967 and made a trip to Pitts-
burgh to meet Bob Floyd and to try to understand his paper. (This was interesting timing:
“Carnegie Tech” was being merged with “The Mellon Institute” and students were protest-
ing about the new name “CMU”. Also, because the institute was an IBM customer, the
developer from UK had to be accompanied by IBM’s “Applied Science Rep” who was no
other than Ted Codd!)

Later that year, in November, Jones also attended a conference at IBM’s main research
Lab in Yorktown Heights: the attendees at that “Mathematical Theory of Computation”
event included Rod Burstall, Bob Floyd, Jim King, John McCarthy, Zohar Manna, and
Mike Paterson. In a spirited discussion after Paterson’s talk, McCarthy pressed the advan-
tages of the Floyd/Manna research; Paterson gave a firm response. Unfortunately, Jones’
contemporaneous notebook has unusually scant details about the event and IBM archives
have also not yielded any information. A private discussion with Mike Paterson in 2022
confirmed key points.
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44
Fig. 2.2: Figure 5 from the mimeographed version of [Flo67].

The task of recording the termination argument is complicated by the fact
that Floyd’s assertions are presented on a flowchart: in order to show that
something changes at every step along the flow, a lexicographic order is used
on a pair (tuple) that has a statement index as its second element. In this
way, something decreases even on statements where the values of X and Q
are unchanged. On the other hand, executing Q := Q + 1 reduces the senior
part of the tuple and it does not matter that the statement index increases.

Insight 4 One way of proving that a program must eventually terminate on
any valid input state is to show that some value moves monotonically towards
a limit. In the simplest case this can be the reduction of a natural number;
in general it can be any (partial) order that has a limit (this can be be a
lexicographic order).
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Sections 2.3.3 and F.2 outline other approaches to termination arguments.

2.3.3 Mechanisation

One of Bob Floyd’s CMU doctoral students was Jim King and he took up
the challenge of providing a mechanisation of the Floyd approach.22 King’s
thesis is [Kin69] and an accessible account is contained in [Kin71]; his E�gy
system supports the classic Floyd approach and also embodied an early use
of “symbolic execution”. Here, the focus is on E�gy’s handling of Floyd
assertions. The main verification contribution was the clear idea that pairs of
assertions wrapped around an executable statement constitute a “verification
condition” to be discharged in a theorem proving assistant that has no further
need for the semantics of the programming language. E�gy’s Verification
Condition Generator (VCG)23 relied on the program being written a PL/I-
like syntax with predicate calculus assertions written as comments. E�gy
also contained a rudimentary theorem prover. Despite the limitations of the
theorem prover itself, the separation of a VCG informed much later work on
program verification.

Moving to the specification of the factorial program, the required e↵ect
might be expressed by saying that the final value of the variable fn should be
the factorial of the initial value of the variable n. In Section 2.4.1 (and further
chapters), the assertion at the end of the program (fn = n! for Breakout 2;
0  R < Y ^ X = R + Q ⇤ Y for Figure 2.2) is referred to as the post
condition of the program.

begin

int t ;
{0  n}

t := 0;
fn := 1;

{t  n ^ fn = t !}
while t < n do

t := t + 1;
fn := fn ⇤ t

{t  n ^ fn = t !}
od

{fn = n!}
end

Fig. 2.3: King-style annotation of factorial

22 Thanks to Steve Brookes, Jones has a copy of [Flo71] which contains a brief statement
of the objectives of such a support system.
23 Also known as a Proof Obligation Generator (POG).
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The essential points can be made by viewing Fig. 2.3 as an alternative
concrete syntax for Breakout 2. King’s approach is illustrated here with as-
sertions bracketed by {· · ·} added as comments to the text of a program that
computes factorial (n!) in the variable fn.24

Insight 5 Verification condition generation maps programs and assertions to
predicate calculus. Thus correctness (with respect to pre and post conditions)
can be reduced to discharging Proof Obligations.

Section 2.4.1 moves beyond decorating flowcharts and indicates how pro-
grams can be developed from their pre and post conditions. But the insights
of using assertions and having formal rules that justify a link between pro-
grams and assertions are key to the subsequent developments.

Apart from the use of assertions in proofs, there was an early recogni-
tion that assertions could be compiled (providing they were written in a
limited language) and executed as run-time checks. This mode of operation
was suggested as early as Ed Satterthwaite’s thesis [Sat75] and is actually
used quite widely in industrial software development. It can save e↵ort in
program debugging because executable assertions can trap program errors
closer to where the o↵ending statements are executed rather than having to
trace back from the mayhem that might result from a distant error.

A researcher who provided new insight on mechanisation in general –
and termination in particular– was Zohar Manna (1939–2018).25 Manna’s
PhD thesis [Man68b] –under the guidance of both Floyd and Alan Perlis at
Carnegie Mellon University– was completed in 1968.26

24 After King moved to IBM’s San Jose Research Lab, Jones (who was in IBM’s Euro-
pean Systems Research Institute) used E�gy while King was enhancing his system. This
included Jones’ attempts to use E�gy in a top-down development mode. King and Jones
had many interesting (IBM) email exchanges!
25 See [DW19] for an excellent obituary and an extensive list of publications.
26 It is worth being precise on dates here: [Flo67] was only published in 1967 and Manna’s
thesis [Man68b] is dated April 1968 (also [Man68a] in July of the same year). McCarthy
strongly supported the Floyd/Manna approach at the Mathematical Theory of Computa-
tion conference in November 1967 at IBM Yorktown Heights Research Lab. (Jones was in
the audience but few written details have been traced either from archives or enquiries to
Burstall, King or Paterson who were speakers.)
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Whereas Floyd’s approach was to generate proof obligations that linked
a program with its assertions,27 Manna provided a way of representing the
program as a universally quantified formula in the predicate calculus: if this
translation implies the post condition of the program, then the program is
correct. Thus the starting point for Manna’s approach is a program (repre-
sented as a flowchart) and the desired post condition. It is straightforward to
see how predicates can be used to describe the input/output relations of as-
signment statements; not di�cult to relate conditionals to implications; loops
(deduced from flowchart representations) give rise to recursive predicates.

In general, searching for satisfaction in the predicate calculus is semi-
decidable so that a mechanical search can in theory find instances for all of
the intermediate predicates. This is an important theoretical result but there
are two reservations. At best, such a search is exponentially time consum-
ing. Moreover, the search procedure must be primed with su�cient axioms
about functions used in the specification. For example, if Manna’s approach
is applied to the factorial example of Breakout 2, the search for satisfying
predicates will only work if the obvious axioms for factorial are available.

On termination, Manna added the key observation that non-satisfaction
of an appropriate existentially quantified formula over the program’s repre-
sentation is su�cient to show termination.

Insight 6 Representing programs and assertions –particularly post
conditions– in first-order predicate calculus can allow mechanical proof of
correctness and termination, though the programmer must supply axioms
capturing functionality.

2.4 Development methods

This section outlines Tony Hoare’s key step beyond Floyd’s approach. Al-
though Hoare’s initial paper is extremely highly cited, the significance of one
of his later papers is that it shows how the same formalism can be used in
the design process. As is made clear in Section 2.3.1, Floyd chose to present
his approach in terms of annotated flow diagrams. This fits with a view that
programs are the starting point and that their verification comes after de-
sign. A major contribution of Tony Hoare’s research is to o↵er a way of using
formalism as part of the design process.

Further steps in the direction of step-by-step formal development are ad-
dressed in Sections 2.4.3 and 2.5.

27 Strictly, all but the pre/post conditions and one assertion cutting each loop can be
derived mechanically by Floyd’s rules.
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2.4.1 Hoare axioms

Tony Hoare has an unusual academic history for a world-famous computer
scientist. His degree (an MA) from Oxford was known as “Literae Human-
iores” and focussed on classical languages and history. A better pointer to his
subsequent work can be detected in his early interest in studying the logic
of Quine. After his time in Oxford and a period in the Navy, he worked in
the UK computer industry producing an early compiler for the ALGOL 60
language and attempting to build an operating system. Despite not having
produced a PhD as such, Hoare has over a dozen honorary Doctorates and
a huge tree of doctoral descendants. His beautifully crafted sentences might
have benefited from his time at Merton College Oxford but the strong empha-
sis on applicable research probably owes more to his practical experience in
the computer industry before taking up professorships at Queen’s University
Belfast and then at the University of Oxford.28

The most obvious visual impact in [Hoa69] is the move from flowcharts to
linear presentation of programs that are constrained to use “structured pro-
gramming” [DDH72] primitives (i.e. eschewing goto and employing if/while
constructs to structure the flow of control).

Before coming to that important change of viewpoint, it is necessary to
understand how Hoare “axioms” are presented in [Hoa69].29 What are now
normally referred to as Hoare triples contain a piece of program surrounded
by pre and post conditions:30

{P} S {Q}
The interpretation of such judgements is that, if execution of S starts in a
state that satisfies the predicate P , then after execution the state will sat-
isfy the predicate Q . This careful wording disguises the fact that S might
not terminate: strictly, the interpretation can be spelled out as “if execution
of S starts in a state that satisfies the predicate P , then –providing that
S terminates– the state following execution will satisfy the predicate Q .”
Literature concerned with termination often calls this property ‘partial cor-

28 There is a wealth of (auto)biographical information readily available on Tony Hoare:
his acceptance speech for the 1980 ACM Turing Award [Hoa81b] is certainly worth
reading; a 2016 video interview is available from ACM web site (https://www.acm.org/
turing-award-50/turing-laureate-interviews); and [JM21b] attempts to cover this dis-
tinguished career ([JM21b, Chapter 15] is again auto-biographical).
29 Tony Hoare’s first presentation on his “axiomatic approach” to IFIP WG2.2 was in April
1969. (That meeting was also the point at which Scott met Strachey and rapidly arranged
to spend time in Oxford starting that Autumn.) Jones had a two-year “assignment” to the
IBM Lab in Vienna from Autumn 1968 to 1970 and attended the WG2.2 meeting. Hoare
outlined his axiomatic approach but it is not unfair to say that some listeners expressed
reservations about the feasibility of generating complete axiomatic descriptions of realistic
programming languages.
30 The original choice of notation in [Hoa69] placed the braces as P {S} Q but the
bracketing used here was suggested by Niklaus Wirth and is now almost universal.
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rectness’. In contrast to Insight 4, termination is not treated within Hoare’s
formal system: in [Hoa69] termination arguments are informal.

Given such judgements, [Hoa69] provides a system of inference rules for
a simple structured-programming notation. These “Hoare axioms” for a lim-
ited set of programming statements are reprinted in Breakout 3. Subsequent
papers such as [Hoa71a; CH72] went on to consider reasoning about other
constructs from programming languages. An excellent review of Hoare logic
is contained in [AO19].

The inference rules in Breakout 3 can be read in the same way as those
for propositional logic in Figure 2.1. The rules are schema in the sense that
they are valid under suitable substitutions: logical expressions for the names
of predicates (P ,Q ,R); (sequences of) statements for the S ,Si ; and tests for
b.

A Hoare-triple {P} S {Q} asserts that, if the statement S is executed in a state that
satisfies the pre condition P and if S terminates, then the resulting state will satisfy the
predicate Q . Tony Hoare (in [Hoa69]) presented rules of inference for a simple but powerful
set of programming constructs.

Sequential composition:

sequence

{P} S1 {Q}
{Q} S2 {R}

{P} S1; S2 {R}

Iteration:

while
{P ^ b} S {P}

{P} while b do S od {P ^ ¬ b}

The role of P in the above rule is to provide a loop invariant.

Conditional:

if

{P ^ b} S1 {Q}
{P ^ ¬ b} S2 {Q}

{P} if b then S1 else S2 fi {Q}

Assignment:

At the end of development, assignment statements bring about the change of state from
that in the pre condition to one that satisfies the post condition. The axiom schema for
assignment can be given as:

:= {Pe
x } x := e {P}

where Pe
x is the result of systematically substituting the expression e for every free occur-

rence of the identifier x throughout P .

Breakout 3: Hoare logic (in the style of [Hoa69])
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Instances of the general rules in Breakout 3 are used in a step-wise devel-
opment in Section 2.4.2 (see Breakout 4). There are no explicit uses of the
rule for assignment statements shown there and there is an interesting histor-
ical note on this rule. As is indicated in Breakout 3, individual assignments
are introduced in the final stages of a development whereas bigger steps of
decomposition tend to dominate the early decisions in design. Instances of
the assignment rule that would be required to complete the development of
Breakout 4 include:

{0  n ^ 0 = 0} t := 0 {0  n ^ t = 0}
{1 = t !} fn := 1 {fn = t !}

and more interestingly:

{t < n ^ fn = t !} t := t + 1 {t  n ^ fn = (t � 1)!}
These results should be obvious from the ‘backwards rule’ presented in

Breakout 3. In [Flo67], a more recondite forward rule is used that requires
an existential quantifier in the post condition of an assignment.31

In one sense, Hoare’s rules in [Hoa69] are an alternative way of presenting
those of Floyd in [Flo67]. The switch from flowcharts to structured program-
ming constructs is useful but the presentation as inference rules has a more
profound e↵ect which is described in Section 2.4.2.

Providing axioms without being certain that they have a model can be
dangerous in that using such axioms could lead to contradictory conclu-
sions. The challenge of proving that axioms such as those in Breakout 3 are
consistent with an operational semantics was tackled by Peter Lauer in his
PhD [Lau71] under Hoare’s supervision; a more accessible publication is their
joint paper [HL74]; later work on the topic of ‘soundness’ includes [Don76].

Insight 7 Soundness of a set of axioms shows that it is not possible to
deduce a contradiction. For programming languages, axioms such as those
from Hoare can be proved to be sound by showing that they are consistent
with a model-oriented semantic description.

The topic of model-oriented semantics for programming languages is cov-
ered in Section 3.3 below. Such semantic descriptions are important in their

31 When writing [Jon03], it was hypothesised that David Cooper communicated the back-
wards rule to Tony Hoare when giving a seminar in Belfast after a sabbatical in Pittsburgh.
Concrete evidence has now been located in the minutes of the IFIP WG2.3 meeting in
Santa Cruz in 1979. John Reynolds made a passing reference to “Hoare’s assignment rule”
to which Hoare responded “I did not invent it. Floyd knew it previously. I got it from
Cooper, who seemed to assume it was general knowledge.”
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own right: they pin down the meaning of the crucial interface between pro-
grammers writing programmers in a language and designers of compilers for
the language. The reason for postponing the topic to Chapter 3 is that placing
it there a↵ords a comparison with semantics for concurrency.

2.4.2 From post-facto proof to development approaches

Pleasing though the inference rule presentation is, the step which it a↵orded
is in fact far more important. After publishing the famous 1969 paper, Hoare
moved on to tackle a more significant example. As the title (‘Proof of a
program: FIND’) of [Hoa71b] hints, his initial draft again took the program
as a starting point which was then subjected to verification. But the initial
version was hard to read and the proofs unconvincing (at that time there
was almost no support for mechanically checking such proof obligations). 32

Hoare revised the submission to provide a step-by-step development of the
FIND program which is both more perspicuous and compelling: this might
have been emphasised had the title of [Hoa71b] been changed to something
like ‘A development of a Program: FIND’.33

Hoare triples such as {P} S {Q} provide judgements in an extended logic.
The beauty of an inference rule such as sequence in Breakout 3 is that it
can be read in either of two ways:34

• As a way of composing established results, it states that the presence of
two existing results about S1 and S2 is su�cient evidence to infer the fact
about S1; S2.

• As a way of decomposing a task, it shows that –faced with a pre condition
of P and a post condition R– a valid step of development is to decompose
the task into two sub-tasks.

This second reading introduces the possibility to formalise a top-down
development process in which each step of decomposition is justified before
moving on to the next step of development.35 On an admittedly small exam-
ple, this process is illustrated in Breakout 4.

32 Referee!
33 As pointed out in [Gri22], Dijkstra had written about “Stepwise program construc-
tion” in [Dij68c] and Wirth used the term“Program development by stepwise refinement”
in [Wir71a]; however [Hoa71b] makes the key link to the use of formal proofs of steps of
development.
34 This echoes the point made in Section 2.1 about the logic rules of Figure 2.1.
35 A personal anecdote which explains Jones’ commitment to compositional development:
after an initial two-year stay at the IBM Lab in Vienna, Jones returned in 1970 to head up
an advanced technology group at the IBM UK Lab in Hursley. His slightly sceptical col-
leagues challenged him to prove correct their implementation of Earley’s algorithm [Ear70].
The attempt at this post facto proof failed. But writing a formal specification and devel-
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Starting with the specification of a program FACT :

{0  n} FACT {fn = n!}

Knowing that there is no primitive for factorial, a designer should expect to need a loop;
loops frequently require some initialisation. FACT can be split into an INIT ialisation and
a LOOP . Specifications of these sub-components are given in the following instance of the
inference rule for sequential composition:

FACT

{0  n} INIT {t  n ^ fn = t !}
{t  n ^ fn = t !} LOOP {fn = n!}
{0  n} INIT ; LOOP {fn = n!}

Statements to satisfy the pre-post condition for INIT can be implemented by two assign-
ments (t := 0; fn := 1) which is again established using the sequential composition rule:

INIT

{0  n} t := 0 {0  n ^ t = 0}
{0  n ^ t = 0} fn := 1 {t  n ^ fn = t !}

{0  n} INIT {t  n ^ fn = t !}

The planned iteration is justified with an instance of the while rule:

LOOP
{t  n ^ fn = t ! ^ t < n} BODY {t  n ^ fn = t !}

{t  n ^ fn = t !} while t < n do BODY od {t  n ^ fn = t ! ^ n  t}

But

t  n ^ fn = t ! ^ n  t ) fn = n!

which yields:

weakerLOOP
{t  n ^ fn = t ! ^ t < n} BODY {t  n ^ fn = t !}

{t  n ^ fn = t !} while t < n do BODY od {fn = n!}

BODY can be developed to t := t + 1; fn := fn ⇤ t :

BODY

{t < n ^ fn = t !} t := t + 1 {t  n ^ fn = (t � 1)!}
{t  n ^ fn = (t � 1)!} fn := fn ⇤ t {t  n ^ fn = t !}

{t  n} BODY {t  n ^ fn = t !}

Finally:

FACT : begin

int t ;
INIT ;
while t < n do

BODY
od

end

Breakout 4: Hoare style development of factorial
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Insight 8 Hoare’s presentation of the rules linking program text and asser-
tions lends itself to a change of view in which specifications are the starting
point of a (top-down) development “by construction” of a program that sat-
isfies the specification.

At the heart of such a formal top-down process working is the notion of
“compositionality”.36 For example, when decomposing a task into two sub-
tasks S1 and S2, the specifications {P} S1 {Q} and {Q} S2 {R} are all that
their developers need to know about what is expected of their code. In other
words, the developer of S1 need know nothing about (the specification of)
its sibling process nor about the justification of the decomposition that led
to the conception of S1.37

A technical observation should be added here: to make the rules as pre-
sented in Breakout 3 complete, it is necessary to have an inference rule that
facilitates adapting a judgement to stronger pre conditions and weaker post
conditions:

weaken

{P} S {Q}
P 0 ) P
Q ) Q 0

{P 0} S {Q 0}

In fact, this rule is used in Breakout 4 in the step from LOOP to weakerLOOP .
For direct use in a development process, it is useful to reflect the fact that
predicates might not match exactly into each of the rules from Breakout 3.
Thus the rule for conditional statements might look like:

if

{P1} S1 {Q1}
P ^ b ) P1
{P2} S2 {Q2}
P ^ ¬ b ) P2
Q1 _ Q2 ) Q

{P} if b then S1 else S2 fi {Q}

This looks less pretty than the compact form but is actually what is required
in development.

oping afresh from that yielded a program in which the sceptical colleagues (who had made

sure that Jones never tested it) could find no errors. Comparison with their program showed
errors in the latter.
36 Later chapters show that achieving compositionality for methods that deal with con-
current programs transpired to be challenging.
37 A thoughtful paper that argues for taking an algebraic view of compositionality
is [EBJ79].
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Having shown that Hoare-like rules can be used in development, a crucial
property can be discussed. The weaken rule provides an ordering relation
on triples. Each of the rules for programming constructs is monotonic with
respect to this ‘satisfaction’ ordering in the sense that substituting a stronger
sub-component will never weaken an overall construct. So the valid judge-
ment:

{true} t := 0; x := 42 {t = 0 ^ x = 42}
o↵ers both a wider pre condition and a narrower post condition and can
thus be substituted for the first assignment in INIT of Breakout 4 and the
conclusion about INIT would still be correct.

Insight 9 In general, some notion of compositionality is necessary to make
top-down development (or documentation) viable. For Hoare-like judgements,
a component that will work with weaker assumptions can be substituted for
one with stronger assumption. Similarly, a component that achieves at least
as much as is required can be used in a specified context.

The topic of loop invariants provides an excellent example of where for-
mal approaches can o↵er guidance to programmers who are not utilising full
formality. The discipline of thinking out the invariant for a loop provides
invaluable documentation: it can serve to clarify thinking; to o↵er useful
documentation to readers of the program; and, of course, facilitate further
detailed proof if doubts are raised in perhaps a code review (see Footnote 14
above).

2.4.3 Post conditions as relations

This section outlines an extension to the original Hoare-style axioms: the
consequences of using relations as post conditions are explored.

Notice that the post conditions in Breakout 3 are predicates of a single
state. However, as the example of sorting in Section 2.2 clearly indicates, post
conditions are naturally relations between initial and final states. In contrast,
the original post assertions in [Hoa69] (and, for example, [Dij76a; DF88])
attempt to get by with predicates of a single state.38 Various attempts to find

38 The annotation style used by Floyd (cf. Section 2.3.1) needed all assertions to be predi-
cates of single states because their placing on a flowchart was an assertion about the state
at that point in the execution. It is at least plausible that Floyd’s decision influenced the
subsequent (over) use of single state post conditions.
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ways around this inconvenient fact have been explored. One workaround is to
make sure that any important values in the initial state are left undisturbed
so that the (single state) post condition can still refer to the initial values.
This is precisely what is done in Breakouts 2 and 4 which leave n unchanged.
Unfortunately, since post conditions are predicates of only the final state, the
fact that n is unchanged is not formally justified.

Moreover, the following program:

begin
fn := 1;
while n 6= 0 do
fn := fn ⇤ n;
n := n � 1
od

end

achieves the required e↵ect of setting the final value of the variable fn to
factorial of the initial value of n but, because the value of the variable n
is overwritten in the process, post conditions of single states are inadequate
for the proof. This issue would, of course, recur in the development of any
in-place sorting program. Among other researchers, Edsger Dijkstra used an
ad hoc convention that (program variable names were always lower case and)
their initial values were upper case versions of the same name [Dij76a; DF88].
This convention is not necessarily convenient when several sub-specifications
are being considered in a top-down development.

A more basic adjustment is to accept that post conditions should be rela-
tions over two states: a post condition becomes a predicate of two states —
those before and after execution. This course of action was adopted in VDM.
Furthermore, other specification languages such as Z [Hay87],39 B [Abr96],
Event-B [Abr10] and Alloy [Jac12] employ relational post conditions. Manna
used a tripartite division in [Man68b] between input, internal and output
variables which also overcomes the problem of linking final values of vari-
ables to their starting state.

The decision to use relations does inevitably result in decomposition rules
that look slightly more complicated than those of the original Hoare presen-
tation (see Breakout 3) but a system of judgements can be constructed that
fits naturally with specifications that relate the final state to the starting
values. A representative set of rules from VDM40 is given in Breakout 5. The

39 In 1979, Tony Hoare thought it would be a good idea for Jones to share an o�ce
with Jean-Raymond Abrial who arrived in Oxford at about the same time — Abrial was
using the same sort of specification (see [AS79] in what was to become the Z specification
language. In fact, the use of relational post conditions was explored already in [Jon73] and
was fixed in [Jon80]
40 Peter Aczel [Acz82] noted that the verification rules in [Jon80] were “elaborate and
unmemorable” and went to show that a simpler presentation was possible; this has been
employed in VDM publications since [Jon86]. Relations are also important for some of
the approaches to concurrency that are covered in later chapters of the current book
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rule for conditional statements di↵ers from Hoare’s rule only by noting that
the post condition is a relation (R):41

if

{P ^ b} S1 {R}
{P ^ ¬ b} S2 {R}

{P} if b then S1 else S2 {R}

The relational rule for sequences is:

sequence
{P1} S1 {P2 ^ R1}; {P2} S2 {R2}

{P1} (S1;S2) {R1 | R2}

where relational composition is defined:

(R1 | R2)(�,�0) , (9�i · R1(�,�i) ^ R2(�i ,�0))

This has the additional advantage in development that it enhances the idea
of fixing an interface (P2) between the components.

The rules for iterative statements in [Jon90] distinguish whether it is more
natural to compose the loop relation (here sofar) on the left or right of the
relation for the body of the loop

while

{inv ^ b} S {inv ^ R}
sofar | R ) sofar

{inv} while b do S end {inv ^ ¬ b ^ (sofar _ iden)}

A further attraction of using relations is that loop termination can be folded
in by requiring that the relation on the body of the loop is well-founded.

A development of the “downwards” factorial program above is given
in [Jon86, Fig. 10.5].

Insight 10 Imperative programs that change some state are naturally speci-
fied using post conditions that relate the final to the initial state. Straightfor-
ward inference rules about judgements involving relations are available and
can be used in a top-down development style.

Clearly, the issue of “soundness” applies also to the relational proof obliga-
tions — this was covered in [Jon87]. An additional point about VDM pre/post
specifications is that a satisfiable specification must terminate for all initial

(particularly Chapter 7). There is a minor notational issue as to how values in the two
states are marked. VDM originally used (x , x 0); but, prompted by Peter Aczel [Acz82],

used ((�x , x) in [Jon86]. Morgan uses (x0, x) in [Mor88]. Hehner used (8x , x 0) in [Heh84].
Fortunately this is just concrete syntax.
41 The VDM rules in general are carefully tailored to check that any expressions of the
logic (A Logic of Partial Functions (LPF) [BCJ84] is used in VDM) that are copied
into a program are defined.
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The relational rule for sequences . . . :

sequence
{P1} S1 {P2 ^ R1}; {P2} S2 {R2}

{P1} (S1;S2) {R1 | R2}

where relational composition is defined:

(R1 | R2)(�,�0) , (9�i · R1(�,�i ) ^ R2(�i ,�0))

The rule for conditionals . . . :

if

{P ^ b} S1 {R}
{P ^ ¬ b} S2 {R}

{P} (if b then S1 else S2) {R}

The relational while rule closest to Hoare’s can be written:

while

{inv ^ b} S {inv ^ R}
sofar | R ) sofar

{inv} while b do S end {inv ^ ¬ b ^ (sofar _ iden)}

Note that termination of the loop is established by requiring that sofar is transitive and
well-founded.

It is again useful to have a weakening rule that facilitates adjustments of specifications:

weaken

Ps ) P
{P} S {R}
R ) Rw

{Ps} S {Rw}

Breakout 5: VDM inference rules

states satisfying the pre condition. Although the Z specification language also
uses relational post conditions, its authors have a process of “computing the
pre condition”.
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2.5 Data abstraction in specifications and development

Post conditions o↵er procedural abstraction in the sense that they provide
a way of saying what should be computed without saying how the input is
transformed to the output. The example of sorting is used in Section 2.2 and
clearly illustrates this point and in some examples “what versus how” can
dramatically clarify and shorten specifications. Furthermore, employing the
idea in a stepwise development procedure can make it possible to postpone
design decisions by providing implicit specifications of sub-components whose
development can be undertaken at a later point in time — and because of
compositionality (see Insight 9) that task need only consider the specification
of the sub-component.

Notwithstanding the positive aspects of post condition specifications, fur-
ther help is needed to provide short and perspicuous specifications of most
large systems. The need comes from data structures and, in a sense, just re-
peats the message of Insight 2: programming languages o↵er a limited collec-
tion of data structuring facilities; a programmer’s task is to create a program
using these facilities; but specifications can be made clearer by employing a
larger repertoire of data structures.42 When specifying large systems, the use
of abstract objects is normally more important than post conditions alone.
Furthermore, the two ideas complement each other nicely.43

The advantages of data abstraction are similar to those of procedural ab-
straction: using data types that match the application yields a far more per-
spicuous and shorter specification than with a specification couched in terms
of the more basic types of the eventual programming language (let alone the
limited data types of the hardware). For example, the required behaviour of
a free-store manager can be described in terms of a set of address ranges
before needing to decide how the free chain is to be represented.

A useful example in [Jon90, Chap. 11] starts from a simple specification
of what is often referred to as the “union-find” problem in terms of sets
of sets (which is reified below to the extremely e�cient Fisher-Galler tree
representation). A specification of a system that records equivalences over
elements of elements from some arbitrary set X can be built around the
notion of a partition:

Part = (X -set)-set

A partition p must contain all of the elements of X (
S
p = X ) and its sets

must be pairwise disjoint (8si , sj · si = sj _ si \ sj = { }). These condi-

42 It is noteworthy that the major specification languages referred to above (VDM, Z,
(Event-)B, Alloy) all provide basically similar tools with which to build abstract states:
sets, sequences, maps, and some form of record constructor.
43 Data abstraction and reification have a significant but sometimes underestimated role
in development methods for concurrent programs (see Section 7.4).
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tions –together with one added below– would be written as a data type
invariant.44

In the initial state, no two elements are equivalent:

p0 = {{x} | x 2 X }
In general, an operation that checks if two elements (xi , xj ) are equivalent in
a particular � 2 ⌃ can be specified by checking whether there is a set:

9s 2 � · xi 2 s ^ xj 2 s

The operation that “equates” two elements simply has to combine the sets
in which the elements occur:

�0 = {s 2 � | xi /2 s ^ xj /2 s} [ {{si | xi 2 si} [ {sj | xj 2 sj}}
Notice that this works even if the elements are already recorded as being
equivalent.

This succinct specification in terms of sets of sets has the required prop-
erties of an equivalence relation: reflexivity, symmetry and transitivity.

Insight 11 Data abstraction is an essential tool for clarifying specifications
of large programs.

There was an interesting dichotomy in research on data abstraction in the
1970s and 80s. Languages such as VDM and Z could be classed as building
“models” of useful abstractions for problems such as that for equivalence
classes; in contrast “property oriented” specifications of data types such as
queues were studied in [LZ74; Zil74; Gut75]. The term “algebraic” is often
used for property-oriented specifications of data types because they appear
to avoid a model by giving equations between the functions. A useful book
on this approach is [TZ88].45

44 This definition would admit an empty set in Part ; the fact that its presence or absence
cannot be represented is uncovered by the “adequacy” proof obligation of Breakout 6.
45 At the 1979 WG2.3 meeting in Santa Cruz, Jones played the debating trick of presenting
an algebraic specification with the functions being given meaningless names; it was some
time before anyone worked out what the underlying objects were intended to achieve. An
admittedly biased comparison of the approaches is given in [CJ06].
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Just as there is a clear way of developing executable programs from
pre/post condition specifications, there is a process of developing from spec-
ifications that use abstract objects to implementations in terms of (progres-
sively) more machine-like data. The process is variously referred to as “data
refinement” or “data reification”.46 Importantly, there is again a notion of
compositionality in that an intermediate representation can be reified to a
yet-more-concrete one without needing to refer back to any higher-level ab-
stractions.

To use a simple example, suppose that the operations on the abstract level
are specified in terms of a state that contains a set of values. If a represen-
tation is chosen that uses a state with a list of values, the connection can
be defined by writing a retrieve function47 that maps sequences to sets
in an obvious way. Such retrieve functions can be many-to-one: sequences in
di↵erent orders are retrieved to the same set.

The commutative diagram at the top of Breakout 6 indicates the way in
which the specifications of the abstract and (more) concrete operations must
relate in simple cases. In most specifications the operations will have non-
trivial pre conditions and their post conditions will not determine a unique
result; this complicates the picture slightly and the actual VDM reification
proof obligations are listed in Breakout 6.

These formal proof obligations can be more readily understood with an
example. Rather than take the text book –but trivial– exercise of representing
sets with sequences, the equivalence relation problem from above can be
revisited. Making both TEST and EQUATE operations perform well is a
challenge and the choice of data representation is key to performance. Fisher
and Galler in [GF64] proposed organising the elements (of X ) into a collection
of trees; a corresponding reification proof is shown in Breakout 7. Thus the
interesting Forest representation and its more detailed e�cient algorithms
have thus been shown to satisfy the specifications of the easier to understand
abstract specification in terms of Part .

In fact, the data reification can be split into two steps with an intermediate
representation that maps all elements of X to a “key” which marks their
equivalence class (two elements are then considered to be equivalent if they
are immediately linked to the same key). Notice that this representation
makes the TEST operation very e�cient but EQUATE requires a search
over the whole of the set X .

46 Michael Jackson (private communication) pointed out to Jones that moving from a
clean abstraction such as sets to a messy computer implementation using linked lists or bit
vectors did not fit the verb “refine”; after some searching, the alternative notion of “reify”
did indeed fit better.
47 The word “retrieve” was chosen because it gets back the abstraction from among a mess
of implementation detail.
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It is easier to begin understanding reification proofs by considering the special case where
operations are total (i.e. their pre conditions are true) and defined by functions (rather
than more general relations). In this simplified case, the following commutative diagram
indicates what needs to be proved: starting with a state of the representation (r in the
diagram), applying the retrieve function followed by the abstract operation, should yield
the same resulting (abstract) state (in the diagram, a 0) as executing the more concrete
operation and then applying the retrieve function to that result.

a a’

r r’

abstract operation

concrete operation

retrieve functionretrieve function

Moving to the general case, an initial condition on the representation is that it must be
adequate in the sense that there must be at least one concrete representation of any
abstract object:

8a 2 A · 9r 2 R · retr(r) = a

(In general, there are likely to be multiple representations — consider the example of list
representations of sets.) Adequacy is important because the following proof obligations
quantify over the representation (R) — all such universally quantified obligations would
be trivially true for an empty R set.
The domain of each concrete operation must be as permissive as that of each abstract
operation (under retr):

8r 2 R · pre-A(retr(r)) ) pre-R(r)

The non-determinacy of each concrete operation must be within that of the relevant ab-
stract operation (under retr):

8r , r 0 2 R · pre-A(retr(r)) ^ post-R(r , r 0) ) post-A(retr(r), retr(r 0))

Breakout 6: Reification proof obligations

Insight 12 Data reification is a powerful tool for clarifying the development
of programs. Data abstraction and reification facilitate step-wise formal dev
in much the same way as post conditions. Using the two approaches in concert
can produce extremely clear explanations of how a system works.

Echoing the point made above on pre and post conditions in design, util-
ising data abstraction is a powerful tool for postponing design decisions:
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Fisher-Galler representation of equivalence relations as trees:

Forest = X
m�! X

The trees have no loops:

8s ✓ dom f · s 6= { } ) 9e 2 s · f (e) /2 f

There is a choice whether to have all roots map to themselves or (as here) to omit roots
from the left of the mapping. In which case, the initial Forest is an empty map:

f0 = { 7!}

and the function to find root node is:

root :X ⇥ Forest ! X

root(x , f ) 4 if e /2 dom f then e else root(f (x), f )

Two elements of X are equivalent if they have the same root.
The relation between the representation and the abstraction is given by:

retr :Forest ! Part

retr(f ) 4 {{e 2 X | root(e) = r} | r /2 dom f }

Furthermore, two elements can be equated by making the root of one point to the root of
the other. (There are optimisations to stop trees increasing in depth.)
In this example, the pre condition proof obligations from Breakout 6 are immediately
satisfied because both operations have pre conditions that are true on both the abstract
Part and the representation Forest .
The post condition proof obligation for TEST is straightforward and that for EQUATE
is only slightly more di�cult:

8f , f 0 2 Forest ·
post-EQUATE r (f , f 0) ) post-EQUATEa (retr(f ), retr(f 0))

The attentive reader might have noticed that the “adequacy” prof obligation was omitted so
far. In fact, conducting this proof formally shows that there is a further conjunct required in
the data type invariant on Part : the set of sets should not include an empty set. Adequacy
identifies the issue because the Forest cannot distinguish two elements of Part that di↵er
only in the presence/absence of the empty set.

Breakout 7: Reification of QREL

thinking out an overall algorithm in terms of abstract types can precede the
details of how to realise this on an e�cient data structure.

It is also worth mirroring the point in Section 2.4.2 about the usefulness of
loop invariants in informal design activities and noting that retrieve functions
provide first-class documentation of the designer’s intentions even if detailed
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proofs suggested in Breakout 6 are not produced.48 Here again, they are both
useful for subsequent readers of a design history and provide a hook for more
formal proofs in case of doubt.

A thorough technical review of research in this area is [DREB98].49 the
topic is also covered briefly in [Jon03]. Probably the clearest early formal
description of a way to argue the correctness of a reification via a homomor-
phism is in [Mil70].50 Milner’s second example shows the correctness of two
ways of performing string substitution. As a part of the IBM Vienna Lab
work [Jon70], shows how a concrete model of referencing stack variables can
be justified by relating it to a more abstract description. (See also [Jon72a]
that addresses Earley’s recogniser).

The approach of using model-oriented abstract objects goes back to [Luc68;
Jon70] and was firmly embedded in VDM by [Jon80]. The process of (for-
mally) designing and justifying a representation is referred to variously as
“refinement” or “reification” (making concrete). Jones therefore carried the
tools of abstraction and reification into the development of rely-guarantee
from his earlier work.51

An early book showing how model-oriented data abstraction and refine-
ment support program development is [Jon80] and in both editions of [Jon86]
reification is addressed before “operation decomposition”. A widely cited ref-
erence is to [Hoa72a] which looks at representing a set of integers using Sim-
ula. Hoare modestly adds: “Indeed, the material in this paper represents
little more than my belated understanding and formalisation of their [cited
authors] original work” (citing among others [Mil71]). But, before anyone
starts trying to identify “firsts” on this topic, it is worth noting that Stra-
chey essentially employs the idea of designing from an abstract data type
in [Str66].

48 In the development of what was to be a PL/I compiler for a novel machine [Jon76], the
non-trivial retrieve function from the run-time state to that of the language description
was recorded and attempting the “adequacy proof obligation” uncovered issues that were
resolved at an early design stage.
49 De Roever wrote to Jones asking for a photograph that showed him at roughly the time
of his work on abstract data; a suitable photo of Jones lecturing at Marktoberdorf was
provided; this was not the “less formal” photo that Willem-Paul chose to use at [DREB98,
p. 245] (but I would forgive Willem-Paul far more for the fabulous picture of Hans Bekič
on p. 239).
50 Milner went on (in Stanford) to write [Mil71]. He told Jones (private communication)
that he submitted this to JACM but it was rejected as insu�ciently significant!
51 However, it was not until preparing a talk for the 2006 MFPS conference that I realised
just how strongly the rely-guarantee approach to developing concurrent programs was tied
together with my previous research on reification; a discussion can be found in [Jon07, §3].
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2.6 Summary

Insight 1 claims that there must be a specification against which the correct-
ness of an implementation can be judged; the converse of this observation
is the nugatory fact that that any program satisfies some specification! A
specification divides the gap from user wishes to implementation into two
separable issues: does the specification describe a useful system?; and does
the implementation satisfy the specification? Little is said in this book about
the former issue; the current text addresses the second concern.

The more formal a specification, the more that can be done to show that
implementations satisfy it.

For simple programs, pre and post conditions can record useful formal
specifications. Specifications of more realistic programs are likely to employ
abstract objects (see Section 2.5). In both cases the notion of states (initial
and final) are used by the pre and post condition predicates.

Given a formal specification and a program written in a language whose
semantics is recorded formally, it is possible to produce a proof that the pro-
gram satisfies its specification. There are caveats to this claim such as distin-
guishing between mathematical abstractions such as unbounded integers and
the finite numbers storable in computers (the topic of “clean termination”
is treated in [Sit74; CH79]). In most cases, a more pressing challenge is the
question of whether the compiler that will translate the high-level language
into machine code faithfully implements the recorded semantics of the for-
mer and embodies correct assumptions about the latter (years of e↵ort on
producing a “stack” of proven components is described in [Moo19]). It must
however be clear that formal specifications and implementation proofs can
remove a class of errors in software creation.

Floyd (see Section 2.3.1) and Hoare in his 1969 paper (see Section 2.4.1)
annotate program texts with additional state assertions that express rela-
tionships between the values of variables that should hold when execution
reaches that point in the program text. Underlying this approach (see In-
sight 3) is that there are precise conditions for the assertions to be consistent
with the program text. In one sense, this provides a semantics for a pro-
gramming language. It is, however, common practice to show that any such
“axiomatic” semantics is consistent with a model-oriented semantics (this
topic is postponed to Section 3.3).

In Hoare’s 1971 paper, he shows how the previously published axiomatic
rules can be used to justify incremental design decisions thus supporting a
“posit and prove” development regime (see Section 2.4). Such an approach is
followed in both VDM and Event-B (both of which make the sensible move to
relational post conditions). The importance of deploying abstract data types
in developing more complicated systems is outlined in Section 2.5.

The thorny issue of proving that a program terminates on all acceptable
input states is tackled in both Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3; Hoare chose to treat
termination issues outside his formal system.
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It is easy to object that the examples presented in papers that tackle formal
proofs are far smaller than typical programs that are required in industry. One
obvious reason for this is the limitations typically applied to journal or (even
more so) conference publications. Michel Sintzo↵ (private communication)
commented that the fact a method is illustrated on small examples did not
constitute a proof that it would not work on larger problems. Echoing a point
made above, data abstraction and reification are perhaps under-utilised.

The advantages of tool support for formal development methods come
from increased confidence in any inference. Tools that work on completed
code can be designed to check for the absence of classes of errors such as
de-referencing null pointers. Even development processes that avoid formal
methods are likely to experience a payo↵ with such tools. Furthermore, their
use can be greatly enhanced by adding a limited number of assertions: in
particular, judicious placing of assertions can drastically reduce the number of
“false negatives” because a tool with no information has to make assumptions
that the programmer can see to be pessimistic.

In contrast to such “bottom up” tools, it is perhaps harder to make the
case for top-down tools that require that the development start with a formal
specification. A comparison with other engineering disciplines indicates that
there can be a real benefit in using systematic checking throughout design.
The case in software design is that errors made early in the design process
can be very costly to remove later because of the significant rework implied.
Some evidence is given in the graph shown in [HK91]52 that shows early
detection of design slips paying o↵ by there being fewer bugs in unit test and
final code of a release of IBM’s major CICS software.

There are many developments of methods for specifying and developing
sequential programs. These include:

• Dijkstra’s “predicate transformers” in [Dij76a] (in which “variant func-
tions” are employed to reason about termination)

• “refinement calculi” of Ralph-Jojan Back and colleagues [BW98] and Car-
roll Morgan [Mor90]

• “abstract interpretation” from Patrick and Radhia Cousot [CC92]
• major work on tool support including “Dafny” [Lei10] and “Viper” [MSS16]

but it is time to get to concurrency!

52 This is reproduced in the recent [JT22, Fig. 1].


